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Let A be a compact self-adjoint operator and f be a simple nest d-invariant. 
We give a nonstandard description of r and by using nonstandard operator theory 
we supply an elementary proof of the super-diagonal form of A. ‘c’ 1991 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this work we use nonstandard analysis to study simple nests invariant 
by compact self-adjoint operators. Our goal is not just to give a non- 
standard proof of a classical result, but to provide a new insight into the 
problem. 
Let us discuss our results briefly. Recall that a class of subspaces r of a 
Hilbert space H is called a simple nest iff f is a maximal totally ordered 
set by inclusion. 
In Theorem 1 we give a nonstandard description of the simple nests r 
invariant by a compact self-adjoint operator .A. In this characterization the 
nest r appears like a set of “shadows” of the subspaces belonging to a 
hyperfinite set. This is made through auxiliary spaces { Sr) which we 
associate to the elements of the transferred nest *r= (E}. In Theorem 2 
we give an external spectral decomposition of A. Finally, in Theorem 3 we 
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show that this decomposition corresponds to the Ringrose super-diagonal 
form, 
A= 1 I,P,+,,. 
L E Y’ 
whereL’=n {L,:L,E~,LcL,,L#L,~, P,+,,istheprojectiononthe 
space L+OL, ,IL is the eigenvalue of A in the eigenspace L++L, and 
Y= {LEC A(L+oL)# (0)). 
We use the nonstandard analysis techniques of functional analysis 
developed in Refs. [ 1, 21. 
2. SIMPLE NESTS OF COMPACT SELF-ADJOINT OPERATORS 
Let (H, ( )) be a Hilbert space and Y(H) be the class of all closed 
linear subspaces of H, which is partially ordered by inclusion. 
A totally ordered subset r of 9’(H) is called a nest; this means that any 
pair L, , L, E I- verifies L, c L, or L2 c L, . A simple nest r is a nest which 
is maximal with respect o inclusion, so f-u {L} is totally ordered iff L E f. 
By Zorn’s lemma any nest is included in a simple nest. 
A nest I- is called closed if for any 9 c I- the subspaces U LE ir L. 
n LEV L belong to f. Then, for any L in a closed nest r the space 
L+=n {L,:L,E~,LcL,,L#L,} isanelement off. 
It is easy to see that a nest r is simple iff it is closed and dim( L + OL) = 0 
or 1 for any L E r (as usual L,QL, = L, n L: 1. 
Let us consider a continuous linear operator A: H + H. The subspace 
Lc Y(H) is said to be A-invariant if AL c L. A nest TC Y(H) is 
A-invariant if any L E I- is A-invariant. 
For any self-adjoint operator A there exists a simple nest r which is 
A-invariant. In fact if (P,< : s E IR) is the family of increasing orthogonal 
projections related to the spectral decomposition of A, then I- = { P, H: s E R } 
is a nest and any simple nest containing r‘ is A-invariant. 
If A is self-adjoint and L,, L, are A-invariant closed subspaces uch that 
L, c L,, then L,OL, is also A-invariant. 
Let A be a self-adjoint operator and I- be a simple nest A-invariant. 
From the above discussion for any L E f such that L # L + the subspace 
L+OL is a one-dimensional eigenspace of A. So, APL+,, = APLceL, where 
the eigenvalue 2 can be zero. Now, if A is also compact we necessarily have 
that the class of subspaces Y = {L E f : A(L+QL) # (0) } is countable. So 
the direct sum 
is included in the direct sum of the eigenspaces of A 
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3. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Let H be a separable Hilbert space on H = R or C, n : H + H be a com- 
pact self-adjoint operator, and I- be a /i-invariant simple nest of closed 
subspaces. 
Consider the standard set U = I-6 u H u E and transfer it by using the 
nonstandard methods: Dd + *116, H + *H, f + *f. Then *I- is a maximal 
chain of closed linear subspaces of *H, which is *n-invariant. 
Following [l] there exists an internal linear subspace E c *H which is 
*-finite dimensional and contains H. For each 2 E *f define 
S,-= (xdnE: *A”.u&nE,foranyn~*N}. 
It is easy to see that Sz is a *-finite dimensional internal linear subspace 
contained in E. Remark that E, c E, implies Se, c Se,. 
Introduce the following internal equivalence relation on *E: E, = El iff 
Sz, = SLY. Let i=‘= *E/ = which is an internal set totally ordered by the 
order induced by *iY For LE r define Si : = S,-, where E E L 
The strictly increasing class of subspaces {S,- : TV 7) is internal, 
contained in the *-finite dimensional space E; then it can be enumerated 
like a hype&rite sequence {S, :j = 1, . . . . v f with v E *N. This sequence 
verifies S,= {0), Sj#Sj+,, SjcSi+,, forj= 1, . . . . \I-- 1. 
For any closed linear subspace G c *H denote as usual, 
oG={x~H:3.~‘~Gsuchthat.u~~‘} ( * means infinitesimally near). 
It is well known that ‘G is a closed subspace of H and that G, c G, implies 
‘CL c ‘Cl. 
By using the techniques of nonstandard analysis we shall provide a 
characterization for the nest E. In particular the result shows that there are 
enough subspaces Sj to give an external characterization of the nest f. 
THEOREM 1. I-= {OS,- : ICE T‘>. 
ProoJ Let L E E. Take x E ‘SeL, so there exists some x’ E S., such that 
x 2 x’. With L being closed and with x a standard element we deduce that 
XE L, so OS., c L. Let us show the equality 
OS., = L for any L E IY 
Let /i, be the restriction of ,4 to L and (D,,)~~~ be an orthonormal basis 
of eigenvectors of AL:At’,=2,u, with A,~Itb-(0} for HEN. Any xeL 
can be written as x = xnsN a,,v,, +J with y E Ker nL. 
By the transference principle the sequences 
(~nLp*Rd= *((~~“L,,x (LL.*.= *((JL),..) 
verify */lv’, = X,, t7,, for any n E *N. 
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Consider the following set: 
The set A is internal and contains N, so there exists 7 E *FU’\ N such that 
YEA. Then i!,EEfor any k6~. 
Now, *A”t;,=X;tC, for any no *N, so */i”i?,~ E for any nE *N, k<y. 
On the other hand, by transfer arguments, *A”fiA E *L for any no *N; 
then 6, E S., for any k < 7. Furthermore .VE Ker *A *L so *A”,. = 0 for any 
tz E *N; then .VE S,,. 
Hence x35=, 6,,fi,, +J’E SeL, where (ii,z),lt*M = *((u,~),~,,,). Since 
lim k+r CL=, a,,v,+~‘=u and ~E*N’,:N we obtain sz~~;=, ii,,F,,+~,. 
Then x E OS.,, which gives us the equality 
L = OS., 
This implies Tc { OSi : L E r}. Now take L E *I-, L E f. *r is a nest, so 
*Lcz or Ec *L. If *Lcz we obtain the inclusion L=“S,,~oSi. 
Reciprocally if I? c *L we have ‘SE c OS., = L. Then the space ‘Se, which 
is an element of Y(H), can be compared with any element of the chain r. 
The maximality of r implies ‘SE E r, hence the result. 1 
The self-adjoint operator *A preserves any S,; then it preserves S,, ,QS,. 
i.e., *A(S,+ ,OS,) c S,, ,OS,. Since S,, ,OS, is *-finite dimensional we can 
decompose it like a *-finite internal sequence of one-dimensional 
subspaces, orthogonal among them. If we make this process for all 
j= 1, . . . . r - 1 we find a hyperhnite sequence ( Uj : i = 1, . . . . p) of one- 
dimensional subspaces, *A-invariant, orthogonal among them, in such a 
way that the restriction of *A to S,. can be written as 
where I., is the eigenvalue of *A on the subsapce Ui for i= 1, . . . . p. The 
enumeration for { Ui : i = 1, . . . . p) is made in order to satisfy 1 I.,/ > 1 AI+, 1 
for i= 1, . . . . p - 1. 
Now we shall give an external diagonalization of A. In its proof we use 
methods developed in [2] for the nonstandard study of compact operators. 
THEOREM 2. Let W= {is (1, . . . . v} : 2, ti 0).. Then WC N and 
A = c ‘&PoL:,, 
is U’ 
tvhere the subspaces ( ‘Ui : i E W) c Yp( H) are one-dimensional, orthogonul 
among them. 
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ProojI Take i E W, r, E U, with )I ri 11 = 1. Since *A is compact and ri is 
finite the point *,4r, = Airi is nearstandard (i.e., there exists ‘JJ E H such that 
(1 1’ - “y 11 z 0). Being li finite (1 li 1 G I( A,, 11 d II *A /I ) and Ai 8 0, its 
standard part does not vanish. So ri= A.;-’ *Ar, is nearstandard. By 
continuity 
Il”~iIl=olI~ill=lr A Ori z *Ar, = ;l,ri z ‘Airi. 
Then ‘ri is a characteristic vector of A which verifies 
11 ‘t-II = 1, A Ori= ‘Ai Ori with O&E W\ {O}. 
It is easy to show that ‘Uj = {c ‘ri : CE W} and by continuity arguments 
these last subspaces are also one-dimensional and orthogonal among them. 
Then { ‘Ui : i E W} is a set of orthogonal eigenspaces of A with eigenvalues 
tr . “A. # 0 . i E W}. With A being compact we deduce that W is countable. 
Now take x E H. From Theorem 1 we get H = OS,, so there exists x’ E S, 
such that x z x’. From relations PoL,, x = (x, “ri) 4 (x’, ri) = P, x’ we 
obtain 
VkE IV such that { 1, . . . . k} c W: 2 O&PO”,XZ 2 &P&X’. 
i= L r=, 
Since Ax z *Ax’ = c;=, IziPL’,X’, we get that for any kE N such that 
{ 1, . . . . k} c W the following inequality holds: 
If W is finite we have W= { 1, . . . . k} for some k E N, so I &+, I2 (1 x 11’ z 0. 
Then we obtain the result. If W= IV, compactness of A implies that 
the set of eigenvalues accumulate on 0, so limi, 3c ‘Ai= 0. Then Ax = 
lim k- x Cf= 1 oAipoU, x. Hence the theorem follows. 1 
Now we are able to show the Ringrose super-diagonal form for A 
THEOREM 3. Let Y= {LEE: A(L+OL)# {O}}. Then dip is a countable 
set of one-dimensional eigenspaces of A and 
u,here AL is the eigenvalue associated to the eigenspace L + QL. 
Proof From Theorem 2 it suflices to show the equality 
Y= {OiJi: iE W}. 
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Let i E W. Then there exists j E ( 1, . . . . V) such that the one-dimensional 
subspace Sj+ ,OS, contains Ui, so ‘17~ c “S,, r. Take .K E “CJi, J E ‘Si and 
s’ E U,, J’ E S., such that x z x’, y z J”. By continuity (x, ~1) x (x’, y’) = 0, 
which implies ‘Ui c “S, + , 0 “S,. Since i belongs to W we have ‘U, # i 0 ) , 
so OS,,, #OS,. 
From Theorem 1 there exist L, L’ E r such that L = OS,, L’ = OS,, , If 
L” E r verities L c L” c L’ then there exists p E { 1, . . . . V) such that L” = OS,,. 
If p 6 k - 1 we get L” = L. If p 2 k we deduce that L” = L’. 
Then L’ = L+, which implies ‘U, c L+OL. The subspaces ‘Ci, and 
L +OL are one-dimensional so we conclude that ‘Cl, = L + OL. Since i, # 0 
we obtain A(LtOL)=oUi#{O)~. Then ‘U,EY and [‘CJ,:ie Wl,cU. 
Another inclusion is deduced from Theorem 2 and the discussion made at 
the end of the Introduction. 1 
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